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Rotation Invariant Cubature Formulas overthe n-Dimensional Unit CubeRonald Cools and K.J. Kim aaDept. of Computer Siene, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan200A, B-3001 Heverlee, BelgiumAbstratWe onsider ubature formulas to approximate multivariate integrals that remainunhanged under the orientation preserving transformation of a ube. The use ofinvariant theory (Molien series, Reynold operator) for the onstrution of suh u-bature formula is investigated. Some new ubature formulas for the unit ube thatare obtained using this approah, are presented.Key words: ubature, multivariate integration, invariant theory1 IntrodutionAn integral I is a positive linear ontinuous funtionalI[f ℄ := Z
w(x)f(x)dx (1)where the region 
 � Rn and the weight funtion w(x) � 0, for all x 2 
. Itis often desirable to approximate I by a weighted sum of funtionals that areeasier to evaluate, e.g., point evaluations, suh thatI[f ℄ � Qm[f ℄ := mXi=1wif(xi); (2)where wi 2 R n f0g, xi 2 Rn, and m 2 N . Here N denotes the set of positiveintegers. For multivariate integrals suh an approximation is alled a ubatureformula.We will only onsider ubature formulas that are exat for a vetor spae ofalgebrai polynomials. Let Pn denote the vetor spae of all polynomials in nvariables and let Pnd denote the subspae of polynomials of degree at most d.Preprint 8 August 2000



Qm is said to be of degree d if I[p℄ = Qm[p℄ whenever p 2 Pnd and I[q℄ 6= Qm[q℄for at least one q 2 Pnd+1.The theory we use to exploit symmetry is alled invariant theory. For somegeneral fats about invariant theory, we refer to [11,12℄. Overviews onerningits use to onstrut ubature formulas are presented in [16,19,4℄.Let G be a �nite group of linear transformations and let jGj denote the orderof the group. If a linear transformation ats on a vetor spae Rn for whih anorthonormal basis is �xed, then the linear transformation an be representedby a matrix. We will denote by g both the transformation and the matrix thatrepresents it. A set 
 � Rn is said to be invariant with respet to a group G if
 is left unhanged by eah transformation of the group, that is, g(
) = 
, forall g 2 G. A funtion f is said to be invariant with respet to the group G if itis left unhanged by eah transformation of the group, that is, f(g(x)) = f(x)for all g 2 G. An integral is invariant with respet to G if both its region andweight funtion are invariant with respet to G. The G-orbit of a point y 2 Rnis the set fg(y) : g 2 Gg. A ubature formula Qm is said to be G-invariant ifthe region 
 and the weight funtion w(x) are G-invariant, if the set of pointsis a union of G-orbits and all points of one and the same orbit have the sameweight. A G-invariant ubature formula an be written asQ[f ℄ := KXj=1wjQG(xj)[f ℄; (3)where K is the number of distint G-orbits and the funtional QG(xj) mapsa funtion f to the average of its values in the points of the G-orbit of xj.The spae of all G-invariant polynomials in n-variables isPn(G) := fp 2 Pn : p Æ g = p for every g 2 Gg: (4)The subspae of Pn(G) of all G-invariant polynomials of degree at most d isdenoted by Pnd(G). The usefulness of all this is highlighted by the followingtheorem, usually alled Sobolev's theorem.Theorem 1 Let the ubature formula Q be G-invariant. The ubature formulahas degree d if it is exat for all invariant polynomials of degree at most d andif it is not exat for at least one polynomial of degree d+ 1.Proof: See, e.g., [4℄. �This theorem teahes us that the points and weights of a G-invariant ubature2



formula (3) are a solution of the system of nonlinear equationsKXj=1wjQG(xj)[fi℄ = I[fi℄ ; i = 1; : : : ; dimPnd(G); (5)where ffiji = 1; : : : ; dimPnd(G)g is a basis for Pnd(G).For all i � 0 the homogeneous G-invariant polynomials of degree i form a�nite dimensional vetor spae over R . The dimension i of these spaes anbe obtained using Molien's formula.Theorem 2 ( Molien's formula ) Let i := dimPni (G)� dimPni�1(G) and let�1(g); : : : ; �n(g) be the eigenvalues of g 2 G. Then1Xi=0 iti = 1jGj Xg2G 1(1� �1(g)t) � � � (1� �n(g)t) (6)Proof: See, e.g., [18℄. �For p 2 Pnd the Reynold operator \�" is de�ned throughp� := Xg2G p Æ gjGj : (7)This operator an be used to desribe all elements of Pn(G).Theorem 3 Using the Reynold operator (7) the spae Pnd(G) of all G-invariantpolynomials of degree at most d an be obtained asPnd(G) = fp� : p 2 Pndg: (8)Proof: See [14℄. �In this paper we will be onerned with so-alled fully symmetri integrals.For suh integrals, the region 
 and the weight funtion w(x) are invariantwith respet to the symmetry group of a ube. The unit ube 
 = [�1; 1℄n andthe unit ball 
 = fx j kxk2 � 1g with onstant weight funtion w(x) = 1 areexamples. This symmetry will be exploited to onstrut ubature formulas.The results are diretly appliable to other regions and weight funtions withthe same symmetry.De�nition 1 A symmetry g of a set 
 � Rn is an orthogonal transformationof G whih leaves 
 unhanged, i.e., g(
) = 
.3



LetGn be the group of symmetries of the n-ube with verties (�1;�1; : : : ;�1).This group onsists of the 2nn! linear transformations(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 7! (�xp(1);�xp(2); : : : ;�xp(n));the � signs being hosen independently and (p(1); : : : ; p(n)) an arbitrary per-mutation of (1; 2; : : : ; n).The integrals we onsider in this paper are invariant with respet to a sub-group of the symmetry group of the ube: the orientation preserving trans-formations. In Setion 2 we will desribe this subgroup and ollet knownresults relevant to our work. In Setion 3 we will derive the general form ofthe nonlinear equations that determine ubature formulas and give some rulesto obtain ubature formulas with a reasonable small number of points. In Se-tion 4 we report on the new ubature formulas for the ube that we obtained.Although the number of new ubature formulas inorporated in this paperis limited, they onvine us that this approah deserves more attention. Thisapproah beomes useful for high degrees but obviously one then has to faelarge systems of nonlinear equations.2 Orientation preserving transformationsFor the lassial spae of polynomials one an hoose between several basesdepending on the appliation one has in mind. Sometimes a basis formedby monomials is used, some other times a basis of orthogonal polynomials isused. For invariant polynomials a very onvenient basis is the so-alled goodintegrity basis.De�nition 2 Let �1; �2; : : : ; �l be invariant polynomials of G. �1; �2; : : : ; �lform an integrity basis for the invariant polynomials of G if every invariantpolynomial of G is a polynomial in �1; �2; : : : ; �l. Eah polynomial �j(1 � j �l) is alled a basi invariant polynomial of G.De�nition 3 Polynomials �1(x); �2(x); : : : ; �l(x) are alled algebraially de-pendent if there is a polynomial f(x) in l variables with not all oeÆientsequal to zero, suh that f(�1(x); �2(x); : : : ; �l(x)) = 0: Otherwise the polyno-mials �1(x); �2(x); : : : ; �l(x) are algebraially independent.The ring of all polynomials in the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn over R is denotedby R [x1; x2; : : : ; xn℄.De�nition 4 A good integrity basis for Pn(G) onsists of homogeneous in-variant polynomials �1(x); : : : ; �l(x) (l � n) with respet to G where �1(x);4



: : : ; �n(x) are algebraially independent andPn(G) = R [�1(x); : : : ; �n(x)℄ if l = n;= R [�1(x); : : : ; �n(x)℄� �n+1(x)R [�1(x); : : : ; �n(x)℄� � � � : : :� �l(x)R [�1(x); : : : ; �n(x)℄ if l > n:We will now desribe the group of orientation preserving transformations. LetW � Rn be a subspae of dimension m and let W? � Rn be the orthogonalomplement of a subspae W . Hene Rn = W �W?.De�nition 5 The reetion s with respet to W? is the linear transformationon Rn whih maps eah x 2 W to �x and leaves W? pointwise invariant.De�nition 6 An orthogonal transformation g of G is orientation preservingif det(g) = +1. An orthogonal transformation g of G is orientation reversingif det(g) = �1.A reetion s with respet to W? is said to be of type m if dimW = m.A reetion of type 1 is an orientation reversing transformation with oneeigenvalue equal to �1 and (n � 1) eigenvalues equal to +1. Let a be theeigenvetor of length 1 orresponding to the eigenvalue �1. The vetors a and�a are alled the roots of the reetion s with respet to W?.In the following, we mean by a reetion a reetion of type 1.De�nition 7 G is a �nite reetion group ating on Rn if G is a �nite groupgenerated by reetions on Rn.Theorem 4 Let G be a �nite reetion group ating on the n-dimensionalspae Rn. Let �1; �2; : : : ; �n be homogeneous polynomials forming an integritybasis for the invariant polynomials of G. Let �1; �2; : : : ; �n be the respetivedegrees of �1; �2; : : : ; �n. ThennYj=1 �j = jGj ; nXj=1(�j � 1) = r;where r is the number of reetions in G.Proof: See [12℄. �Theorem 5 Let G be a reetion group of a regular polytope and let Gop bethe subgroup of the orientation preserving transformations. A good integritybasis for Pn(Gop), the invariant polynomials of the group Gop, an be writtenas follows: Pn(Gop) = R [�1; �2; : : : ; �n℄� �n+1 R [�1; �2; : : : ; �n℄:5



The polynomials �1; �2; : : : ; �n are the basi invariant polynomials of G and�n+1(x) = rYj=1(aj � x):aj is one of the two roots of the reetion sj 2 G; j = 1; 2; : : : ; r.Proof: See [2℄. �From the above two theorems, we obtain that the degree of �n+1 isdeg(�n+1) = r = nXj=1(�j � 1): (9)Let Gopn be the set of all orientation preserving transformations of Gn, thesymmetry group of the n-ube, and Gorn the set of all orientation reversingtransformations of Gn. We know that Gopn is a subgroup of Gn with orderequal to the order of Gorn and so jGopn j = n!2n�1.The basi invariant polynomials �i's of Gn are known [7℄:�1 := Pnj=1 x2j deg(�1) = 2�2 := Pk<l x2kx2l deg(�2) = 4� � � deg(�i) = 2i�n := Qnj=1 x2j deg(�n) = 2n (10)
Therefore for the group Gopn we get r = n2. The following polynomial an beadded to (10) to obtain a good integrity basis for Gopn (see [2℄):�n+1 := nYj=1xj Y1�j<l�n(x2l � x2j):A basis for Pnd(Gopn ) is thus given byf�i11 � � ��inn � �in+1n+1 j ij 2 N [ f0g; in+1 2 f0; 1g; nXj=1 2jij + n2in+1 � dg:The right hand side of the expression in Theorem 2 an be simpli�ed in thisase.Corollary 1 For Gn, the symmetry group of the n-ube (n � 2), the right6



hand side of (6) is equal to 1Qni=1(1� t2i) :For Gopn , the group of orientation preserving transformations of the symmetrygroup of the n-ube (n � 2), the right hand side of (6) is equal to1 + tn2Qni=1(1� t2i) : (11)The dimensions of the Gopn -invariant spaes of homogeneous polynomials fol-low diretly from the series expansion of (11). It is very interesting to notethat the additional basi invariant polynomial �n+1 has a very large degree.Consequently, for d < n2 we have Pnd(Gn) = Pnd(Gopn ). So, for a moderatedegree of preision the number of equations in (5) is the same for the groupsGn and Gopn .Beause we will use this in the following setions, we give here the seriesexpansions for n = 3:1(1� t2)(1� t4)(1� t6) =1 + t2 + 2 t4 + 3 t6 + 4 t8 + 5 t10 + 7 t12 + 8 t14+ 10 t16 + 12 t18 +O �t20� ;1 + t9(1� t2)(1� t4)(1� t6) =1 + t2 + 2 t4 + 3 t6 + 4 t8 + t9 + 5 t10 + t11 + 7 t12+ 2 t13 + 8 t14 + 3 t15 + 10 t16 + 4 t17 + 12 t18+ 5 t19 +O �t20� :De�nition 8 For a given dimension n and j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng we setT nj := f(kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn)j nXi=1 kji = j; kj1 � kj2 � � � � � kjn andkji 2 N [ f0gg:The elements of T nj , denoted by T nj;i for i = 1; : : : ; jT nj j, an be ordered asfollows:T nj;1 := (j; 0; : : : ; 0) < T nj;2 := (j � 1; 1; 0; : : : ; 0) < T nj;3 := (j � 2; 2; 0; : : : ; 0)< T nj;4 := (j � 2; 1; 1; 0; : : : ; 0) < � � � < T nj;jTnj j := (1; 1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0);7



where the �rst j oordinates of T nj;jTnj j are equal to 1. For example, when nand j are both equal to 4, T 44;1 = (4; 0; 0; 0) < T 44;2 = (3; 1; 0; 0) < T 44;3 =(2; 2; 0; 0) < T 44;4 = (2; 1; 1; 0) < T 44;5 = (1; 1; 1; 1).The maximum number of points in a Gopn -orbit is equal to n!2n�1 = jGopn j,whih is equal to jGopn j. However, for speial hoies some of these points mayoinide, so that the orbit in fat has less points. We will onsider severaltypes of Gopn -orbits orresponding to the elements of T nj , j = 0; 1; : : : ; n.De�nition 9 With (kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn) 2 T nj we assoiate a type of generatorof the form (x1; : : : ; x1| {z }kj1 times ; x2; : : : ; x2| {z }kj2 times ; : : : ; xn; : : : ; xn| {z }kjn times ; 0; : : : ; 0| {z }n�j times): (12)If kjm; : : : ; kjn = 0 then xm; : : : ; xn do not appear in the generator.Let  n be the number of types of Gopn -orbits indued this way, then n = nXj=0 jT nj j: (13)For example, we onsider the following 7 Gop3 -orbits (only one representativeof eah orbit is given):T 3j;i 7! generator number of elementsin an orbitT 30;1 = (0; 0; 0) 7! (0; 0; 0) 1T 31;1 = (1; 0; 0) 7! (x1; 0; 0) 6T 32;1 = (2; 0; 0) 7! (x1; x1; 0) 12T 32;2 = (1; 1; 0) 7! (x1; x2; 0) 24T 33;1 = (3; 0; 0) 7! (x1; x1; x1) 8T 33;2 = (2; 1; 0) 7! (x1; x1; x2) 24T 33;3 = (1; 1; 1) 7! (x1; x2; x3) 24With Gopn (kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn) we denote a minimal subset of Gopn that, whenapplied to a generator that orresponds to (kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn), generates allpoints of its orbit. The number of distint points in an orbit then followsdiretly: 8



jGopn (kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn)j=2j �  nn� j!� nYu=1 Pni=u kjikju !if (kj1; : : : ; kjn) 6= (1; : : : ; 1)and jGopn (1; 1; : : : ; 1)j=2n�1n! otherwise:It is interesting to note that allGopn -orbits areGn-orbits exept the orbit of type(1; 1; : : : ; 1). Eah orbit introdues a number of unknowns in the nonlinearequations (5): the weight and the oordinate of a generator. The number ofunknowns introdued by an orbit of type T nj;p is[T nj;p℄ :=1 + jfkjijkji 6= 0; kji is a omponent of T nj;p and i = 1; 2; : : : ; ngj;where p = 1; 2; : : : ; jT nj j:Let tj;p be the number of orbits assoiated to T nj;p. The total number of un-knowns in the system of nonlinear equations (5) is thens := nXj=0 jTnj jXp=1 tj;p[T nj;p℄: (14)
3 Study of the system of nonlinear equationsIn the previous setion we observed that as long as d < n2, we have Pnd(Gn) =Pnd(Gopn ). We also observed that all Gopn -orbits are Gn-orbits exept the orbitof type (1; 1; : : : ; 1). Consequently for moderate degrees of preision d < n2and as long as no orbits of type (1; 1; : : : ; 1) are used, the system of non-linear equations that de�nes a Gopn -invariant ubature formula is idential tothe system of equations that de�nes a Gn-invariant (a so-alled fully symmet-ri) ubature formula. The possible hoies of orbits and the onstrution ofsuh ubature formulas have been already investigated a lot, see for example[17,15,13,8{10,3,20℄. For onsisteny onditions we refer to [15,13℄ and for asurvey of known ubature formulas we refer to [6,5℄.Rabinowitz and Rihter [17℄ introdued the notion of onsisteny onditions.A onsisteny ondition is an inequality for the tj;p that must be satis�ed inorder to obtain a system of nonlinear equations where the number of unknownsis greater than or equal to the number of equations in eah subsystem. Ifone reognises the subsystems, the onsisteny onditions an immediately bederived from what we know about the good integrity basis, see [4, x10.2℄. Wewill now derive some of these onditions to illustrate this approah and topoint the reader's attention to some pitfalls.9



3.1 Consisteny onditionsDemanding that the number of unknowns exeeds the number of equationsgives a �rst onsisteny ondition:CC1 : nXj=0 jTnj jXp=1 hT nj;pi tj;p � dimP nd (Gopn ): (15)This ondition is in some way too pessimisti whenever tn;jTnn j = 0. Indeed,P nd (Gopn ) ontains odd polynomials whenever d � n2. Suh polynomials aredealt with automatially whenever tn;jTnn j = 0, beause then the ubatureformula will be fully symmetri and odd polynomials are integrated to zero.Consequently, in the above onsisteny ondition, as well as in all that we willshow below, one has to subtrat the number of odd invariant polynomials fromthe right hand side of the onsisteny ondition whenever tn;jTnn j = 0. Atuallyin that ase, the onsisteny onditions redue to the well known onditionsfor fully symmetri ubature formulas. We will therefore always assume inwhat follows that tn;jTnn j 6= 0.To integrate the polynomials�i11 � � ��inn � �n+1; ij 2 N [ f0g and nXj=1 2jij � d� n2;one needs orbits with all omponents distint and di�erent from zero, i.e.,orbits of type (1,1, : : : ,1). So, we obtain a seond onsisteny ondition:CC2 : hT nn;jTnn ji tn;jTnn j = (n+ 1)tn;jTnn j � dimP nd�n2(Gn): (16)Orbits with generators with a zero omponent do not help to integrate thepolynomials �i11 � � ��inn � �in+1n+1 (17)with in � 1 or in+1 = 1. From an observation of this kind follows a onsistenyondition. In this ase, both the left and right hand side will inlude those of(16). The additional polynomials in (17) are�n�i11 � � ��inn ; ij 2 N [ f0g and nXj=1 2jij � d� 2n:This gives us a third onsisteny ondition:CC3 : jTnn jXp=1 hT nn;pi tn;p � dimP nd�2n(Gn) + dimP nd�n2(Gn) (18)10



Now we investigate the inuene of orbits with generators with at least twozero omponents. The additional polynomials that vanish are�n�1�i11 � � ��in�1n�1 ; ij 2 N [ f0g and n�1Xj=1 2jij � d� 2(n� 1):This gives us a fourth onsisteny ondition:CC4 : nXj=n�1 jTnj jXp=1 hT nj;pi tj;p � dimP nd�2n(Gn) + dimP nd�n2(Gn)+ dimP n�1d�2(n�1)(Gn�1) (19)Similarly one an obtain onsisteny onditions by investigating the inueneof orbits with at least three, four, : : : , n zeros. The last onsisteny onditionof this set isCC(n + 2) : nXj=1 jTnj jXp=1 hT nj;pi tj;p � dimP nd�2n(Gn) + dimP nd�n2(Gn)+ n�1Xk=1 dimP kd�2k(Gk): (20)
At this point, it will be lear that one an obtain the onsisteny onditionsthis way.One also has to be areful to investigate all speial ases. That was the majorontribution of [13℄.In addition to the onditions obtained above, there are many others. Considerfor example the invariant polynomial' := (n� 1)�21 � 2n�2 = Xk<j(x2j � x2k)2:This fourth degree polynomial, and all its multiples, vanish in the points oforbits of type (n; 0; : : : ; 0), i.e., those with a generator with idential ompo-nents.Orbits with generators with at least one zero omponent or with identialomponents do not help to integrate the polynomials'�n�i11 � � ��inn �in+1n+1 with ij 2 N [ f0g; in+1 2 f0; 1gand nXj=1 2jij + n2in+1 � d� (2n+ 4):11



These polynomials an be split into two disjoint sets:'�n�i11 � � ��inn ; ij 2 N [ f0g and nXj=1 2jij � d� (2n+ 4)and '�n�n+1�i11 � � ��inn ; ij 2 N [ f0g and nXj=1 2jij � d� (2n + 4)� n2:From this we obtain the onsisteny onditionCC(n + 3) : jTnn jXp=2 hT nn;pi tn;p � dimP nd�(2n+4)(Gn) + dimP nd�n2�(2n+4)(Gn):(21)More onditions an be obtained by extending this.For example, for n = 3 and t3;3 6= 0 we obtainleft hand side d = 8 d = 9CC0 t0;1 � 1 1CC1 t0;1 + 2t1;1 + 2t2;1 + 3t2;2 + 2t3;1 + 3t3;2 + 4t3;3 � 11 12CC2 4t3;3 � 0 1CC3 2t3;1 + 3t3;2 + 4t3;3 � 2 3CC4 2t2;1 + 3t2;2 + 2t3;1 + 3t3;2 + 4t3;3 � 6 7CC5 2t1;1 + 2t2;1 + 3t2;2 + 2t3;1 + 3t3;2 + 4t3;3 � 10 11CC6 3t3;2 + 4t3;3 � 0 0The number of points will beN = t0;1 + 6t1;1 + 8t3;1 + 12t2;1 + 24(t2;2 + t3;2 + t3;3): (22)Consisteny onditions are used in the following way. One starts with thefollowing integer linear programming problem: searh the integer solutions ofthe onsisteny onditions that minimize (22). For eah of these solutions onetries to �nd a real solution of the nonlinear equations (5). If suh a solutionis not found or the solution has points outside the region 
 (this seems tohappen in most ases), then one searhes integer solutions of the onsistenyonditions with more points than the minumum. For low dimensions, a smallprogram with  n nested loops that simply tries ti;j = 0; 1; : : : suÆes.12



3.2 An equivalent system of equationsIn the artiles that deal with the onstrution of fully symmetri formulas bydiretly solving a system of nonlinear equations, one seldom uses the equations(5) with the basi invariant polynomials (10). Instead one tries to solve theequations KXj=1wjfi(xj) = I[fi℄wherefi 2 fxi11 � � �xinn j ij even integers; nXj=1 ij � d and i1 � i2 � � � � � ing:In this subsetion we will show that the two approahes are equivalent thanksto the Reynold operator. This motivates the following de�nitions.For non-negative integers j we de�ne the following sets of n-tuples:Enj := f(kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn) j j = nXi=1 kji; kji even integers andkj1 � kj2 � � � � � kjng:Onj := f(kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn) j j = nXi=1 kji; kji odd integers andkj1 > kj2 > � � � > kjngObserve that Onj = ; for j < n2.Theorem 6 LetMnj := fxkj1xkj2 � � �xkjn j(kj1; kj2; : : : ; kjn) 2 V nj g (23)where V nj := 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Onj if n and j are oddEnj if n is odd and j is evenEnj [ Onj if n and j are even; if n is even and j is oddThen a set of j linearly independent homogeneous Gopn -invariant polynomialsof degree j is obtained by applying the Reynold operator to eah monomial ofthe set Mnj . 13



Proof: Let us analyze the Gopn -orbit of a point x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) of type(1; 1; : : : ; 1). This orbit will always ontain n! points of the form (�1xp(1);�2xp(2); : : : ; �nxp(n)) where (p(1); : : : ; p(n)) is a permutation of (1; 2; : : : ;n) and �i = 1 or �1, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. The �i must be hosen suh thatthe transformation that maps (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) onto (�1xp(1); : : : ; �nxp(n)) isorientation preserving. These points an be obtained by rotating x suessivelyover an angle �=2 in some of the planes formed by two oordinate axes: eahsuh rotation orresponds to a transposition of 2 oordinates with a hange ofsigns. The set of all these points is denoted by Gop(�=2)n (x).If the permutation is odd (i.e., if the determinant of the permutation matrix= �1) then �1�2 � � ��n = �1 is neessary in order to turn the transformationinto an orientation preserving one. Otherwise �1�2 � � ��n = 1. Beause thenumber of odd permutations is equal to the number of even permutations,one has�����fy 2 Gop(�=2)n (x) : nYi=1�i = 1g����� = �����fy 2 Gop(�=2)n (x) : nYi=1�i = �1g����� : (24)Consider one of the points ~x = (�1xp(1); �2xp(2); : : : ; �nxp(n)) with �1�2 � � ��n =�1. By rotating ~x over an angle � in the planes formed by every ombinationof two oordinate axes, we obtain distint points of the form (�1xp(1); �2xp(2);: : : ; �nxp(n)), with �i = 1 or �1, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and �1�2 � � ��n = �1. Wedenote the set of all these points, inluding ~x, by Gop(�)n (~x). The order of thisset ���Gop(�)n (ex)��� = 2n�1:Indeed, one an hoose the sign of n � 1 oordinates. The sign of the nthoordinate follows from the onstraint �1�2 � � ��n = �1�2 � � ��n = �1.Similarly, we an obtain a set Gop(�)n (~x) if the point ~x = (�1xp(1); �2xp(2); : : : ;�nxp(n)) satis�es �1�2 � � ��n = 1.Beause a Gopn -orbit of a point of type (1; 1; : : : ; 1) onsists of n!2n�1 points,eah point an be obtained by a ombination of two of the transformationsdesribed above, i.e., the Gopn -orbit of x isfy 2 Gop(�)n (~x) : ~x 2 Gop(�=2)n (x)g:We an use this to see the e�et of applying the Reynold operator (7) to amonomial.Let p be a monomial having at least one even exponent (inluding 0) and atthe same time at least one odd exponent. From the onstrution of Gop(�)n (~x)14



follows that Xy2Gop(�)n (ex) p(y) � 0and onsequently p� � 0Let p be a monomial having only odd exponents, but not all distint. Thenthe terms in Xg2Gopn p(g(x))will anel pairwise beause of (24).We thus obtain that all monomials (disregarding the order of exponents) nothaving elements of the sets Onj or Enj as exponents are onverted into zeroby applying the Reynold operator to them. Furthermore it an be seen thatall invariant polynomials obtained by applying the Reynold operator to allmonomials that orrespond to Enj [Onj are linearly independent. �For example, onsider the ase n = 3 and d = 9. The set Gop(�=2)3 (x) has 3!elements:Gop(�=2)3 (x)= fx1 = (x1; x2; x3); x2 = (x2;�x1; x3); x3 = (x3;�x1;�x2);x4 = (x3;�x2; x1); x5 = (�x2;�x3; x1); x6 = (x1;�x3; x2)gThere are other possibilities, depending on the seleted rotations. This willhowever only inuene the signs. One this set is �xed, for eah of its pointsxi we an ompute Gop(�)3 (xi). E.g.,Gop(�)3 (x1;�x3; x2) = f(x1;�x3; x2); (�x1; x3; x2); (x1; x3;�x2); (�x1;�x3;�x2)g:For the monomials p having both at least one even exponent (inluding 0) andat the same time at least one odd exponent, x, xy, x3, x2y, x3y, x5, x4y, x3y2,x2y2z, : : : ; Xy2Gop(�)3 (xi) p(y) � 0:Next onsider the monomial p = x5yz. ThenXy2Gop(�)3 (x1) p(y) + Xy2Gop(�)3 (x6) p(y) � 0;Xy2Gop(�)3 (x2) p(y) + Xy2Gop(�)3 (x5) p(y) � 015



and Xy2Gop(�)3 (x3) p(y) + Xy2Gop(�)3 (x4) p(y) � 0:Similarly, the monomials xyz; x3yz; x3y3z; x7yz; x3y3z3 vanish.Obviously, all monomials having elements of the set E30[E32[E34[E36[E38[O39as exponents don't vanish and by applying the Reynold operator to them alllinearly independent polynomials are obtained for n = 3 and d = 9. If we take,e.g., E34 = f(4; 0; 0) ; (2; 2; 0)g then we obtain the invariant polynomials(x4)� = 13(x4 + y4 + z4) and (x2y2)� = 13(x2y2 + y2z2 + x2z2):These an be written in term of the basi invariant polynomials:(x4)� = 13(�21 � 2�2) and (x2y2)� = 13�2:The monomials inMnj are alled the monomial generators. A side-e�et of theprevious proof is the following.Corollary 2 For non-negative integer j and dimension n � 2, the dimensionj of the spae of homogeneous Gopn -invariant polynomials of degree j are(1) for odd n(a) for odd j(i) j = 0 for j < n2;(ii) j = the number of all elements of the set Onj ;(b) for even j,(i) j = the number of all elements of the set Enj ;(2) for even n(a) for odd j, j = 0;(b) for even j,(i) j = the number of all elements of the set Enj for j < n2;(ii) j = the number of all elements of the set Enj [Onj for j � n2.4 ResultsIn this setion we present some results for the unit ube with onstant weightfuntion obtained using the approah desribed in the previous setions toillustrate its power and problems. We aim to obtain ubature formulas with anumber of points lower than in results that were known before. In our searh16



we will restrit ourselves to ubature formulas that are not fully symmetri andthus assume that t3;3 � 1. We will see however that sometimes the struture ofthe solution will be hanged. E.g., an orbit generated by (x1; x2; x3) introdues4 unknowns in the system of equations but it might happen that a solution isobtained with x2 = x3. And so it is still possible to obtain a fully symmetriformula.In this paper we will also restrit ourselves to ubature formulas with nofree parameters, in other words, we only onsider the ase where onsistenyondition CC1 is an equality.All results were veri�ed in extended preision, using Bailey's Fortran 90 mul-tipreision modules [1℄, and the results are believed to be orretly roundedup to the last digit shown.The �rst interesting ase under these assumptions is degree 8 in three dimen-sions.4.1 Degree 8Gopn -invariant ubature formulas of degree 8 are determined by 11 equations(5).The previously known ubature formula with lowest number of points has47 points with struture (1; 1; 0; 0; 2; 0; 1) and was obtained in [14℄. It has allpoints inside the region of integration. For better aessibility we repeat thisreomputed formula in Table 1.We obtained a formula having 45 points, with struture (1; 2; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1). Ithas however some points outside the region of integration. This formula isgiven in Table 2. As far as we know this formula is new and has the lowestknown number of points, see [6,5℄.4.2 Degree 10Gopn -invariant ubature formulas of degree 10 are determined by 17 equations(5).In [14℄ a ubature formula of degree 10 having 77 points with struture(1; 2; 0; 0; 2; 0; 2) is presented. Observe that this struture introdues 17 un-knowns (14). We ould not improve this result.17



4.3 Degree 11Gopn -invariant ubature formulas of degree 11 are determined by 18 equations(5).The three previously known ubature formulas with lowest number of pointshave 89 points [9,10,14℄. These are all fully symmetri.We obtained a formula with 84 points with struture (0; 2; 2; 0; 3; 0; 1) withone generator far outside the region of integration, see Table 3. This resultis however remarkable beause it shows that the struture an be hangedinto a fully symmetri formula. This one has struture (0; 2; 2; 0; 3; 1; 0), so agenerator of the form (x1; x2; x3), whih introdued 4 unknowns in the systemof 18 equations, lead to a solution with x2 = x3.4.4 Degree 12Gopn -invariant ubature formulas of degree 12 are determined by 25 equations(5).In [14℄ ubature formulas of degree 12 with 137 and 127 points were pre-sented as a solution of the system of equations with struture (1; 2; 1; 1; 2; 1; 2)and (1; 3; 1; 1; 3; 1; 1). Both strutures introdue 25 unknowns. We ould notimprove these results.In retrospet, the obtained results in [14℄ are fully symmetri and onsequentlyhave an odd degree of preision. So although they are presented as ubatureformulas of degree 12, they really have degree 13! If one diretly searhesfor fully symmetri ubature formulas of degree 13 with the struture of thisresult, then the formula with 127 is a solution of a system of 23 equations with24 unknowns, i.e., a system with one free parameter.4.5 Degree 13Gopn -invariant ubature formulas of degree 13 are determined by 27 equations(5).As far as we know only one formula of degree 13 has been published and thisuses 151 points, some of whih are outside the region of integration [9℄. Inaddition, there are the formulas with 137 and 127 points published in [14℄ ashaving degree 12. These have also some points outside the region of integration.18



Forbetteraessibilitywerepeatthereomputedubatureformulawith127
pointsinTable4.
Weobtainedformulaswith149,145and143points.Oneoftheubature
formulaswith143points,withstruture(1;3;1;1;2;1;2),hasallpointsinside
theregionofintegration.ThisformulaisgiveninTable5.Observethatthe
atualresultisalsoafullysymmetriformulawithstruture(1;3;1;1;2;3;0).

Table 1: Cubature formula of degree 8 with 47 points.weight generator point0.4519037148751997 0.0 0.0 0.00.2993791773523389 0.7824607964359516 0.0 0.00.3008761593712400 0.4880946697063665 0.4880946697063665 0.48809466970636650.04948432558770381 0.8622189276614812 0.8622189276614812 0.86221892766148120.1228723892224673 0.2811139094083419 0.9441965782920082 0.6975748337072370Table 2: Cubature formula of degree 8 with 45 points.weight generator point-2.463199622285841 0.0 0.0 0.00.9133715960969999 0.4382032850415545 0.0 0.00.1139966594179854 0.9773391544061192 0.0 0.01.236499932378910 10�3 1.224744871391589 1.224744871391589 1.2247448713915890.1787124204057041 0.8848065928534505 0.3861200022666244 0.7246871699123335
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Table 3: Cubature formula of degree 11 with 84 points.weight generator point1.899392614715866 10�12 8.910406659693070 0.0 0.00.1509766120915464 0.9253947441376310 0.0 0.00.2543904602021154 0.5787192007068168 0.5787192007068168 0.00.04773107751169104 0.9260902491961117 0.9260902491961117 0.00.09468587065692231 0.2050794278938527 0.2050794278938527 0.20507942789385270.03469495002113647 0.8795398628617438 0.8795398628617438 0.8795398628617438-0.1421221169310977 0.7060290954549611 0.7060290954549611 0.70602909545496110.1487755102040816 0.8819171036881969 0.5773502691896258 0.5773502691896258
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Table 4: Cubature formula of degree 13 with 127 points.weight generator point-0.07392803169551410 0.0 0.0 0.00.01047790153440169 1.511521614586340 0.0 0.0-9.844095092340856 10�3 1.518036150896988 0.0 0.00.2566798947018500 0.4789453644853970 0.0 0.05.698078501485224 10�3 1.010788881812447 1.010788881812447 0.00.1210486991503321 0.8759698649844666 0.4687839764804761 0.08.524241405662044 10�3 0.9312968210145930 0.9312968210145930 0.93129682101459300.02774661970591842 0.8008618355165513 0.8008618355165513 0.80086183551655130.1896430443832050 0.5012617586565738 0.5012617586565738 0.50126175865657380.05956382874226242 0.8504419008369039 0.8504419008369039 0.38583435981959900.01331904039306980 1.029692626670945 0.64276930417252580 0.64276930417252580
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Table 5: Cubature formula of degree 13 with 143 points.weight generator point-1.437929681007702 0.0 0.0 0.00.2751638314548124 0.4271982785522924 0.0 0.00.05969737985407605 0.9759258101988700 0.0 0.00.1957779899572527 4.597174699741714 10�8 0.0 0.0-0.06349777333388220 0.9758804588167024 0.9758804588167024 0.00.06641612493626893 0.8905259344452349 0.6348385168267266 0.05.588460949347480 10�3 0.9514802502494549 0.9514802502494549 0.95148025024945490.06190603644353458 0.7865944923816076 0.7865944923816076 0.78659449238160760.1277083009214507 0.3767337028665920 0.3767337028665920 0.73701092418958920.02489821355566059 0.6067691727170686 0.6067691727170686 0.98399711999147260.05081535118138582 0.9645114312097896 0.9645114312097896 0.1790934033355623
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